
Agent Factsheet 
Director’s agents look after the business lives of their creative clients, they range from large 
multi-national agencies such as (Independent Talent & United Artists) through to 
independent one-man bands. 

They work mainly in film, television, theatre and the sale of dramatic rights in books, they 
charge their fees by commission taking a percentage usually between 10% - 15%. 

What do agents actually do: 

• Business – negotiate & monitor contracts / chase monies for their clients
• Give career guidance and creative feedback to their clients
• Actively promote their clients, and react to interest in their clients.

Why get an agent to do this for you? 

• Technical expertise
• Prevents tough negotiating clashing with creative processes
• Agents research to know who & what is going on (or a good agent should)
• Provide extra pair of eyes/ears
• Producers rely on agents as a filter system and are more likely to view an agent’s

suggestion than a cold call.

How to get an agent 

Good agents are busy, they’re busy because they are good and because they are busy their 
will not be frantically searching for new clients, So:  

• Be patient
• Be ready for rejection
• Be realistic (and not downhearted) if you’re rejected

What agents look for? 

• Talent
• Commitment
• Will we get on? (A good agent –client relationship is one that works together)

Getting on without or before you find an agent 

• Compile a directors reel that showcases your talent and capabilities
• Be proactive, get yourself out there – networking is very important
• Keep directing – almost all our clients have had some kind of professional experience

before finding an agent
• Be patient



Biographies 

First established as a literary and dramatists' agency in 1896, Sayle Screen has evolved into one of 
London's leading and longest standing independent agencies, now representing writers, directors 
and producers for film, television, stage and new media working mainly in drama and documentary. 

Always excited to find strong new writers and directors voices – Sayle Screen only accept 
submissions of a showreel or script with a CV and covering letter by post. 

They carefully consider every submission made, but naturally are very busy with the clients they 
already look afters so can only respond to submissions they wish to take further. 

Representatives:  
Matthew Bates  
Joining the Agency in 1995, Matthew's clients are mainly drama directors and writer/directors. As an 
agent Matthew submits projects to producers, negotiates deals on behalf of clients, and provides 
advice on career direction and feedback on scripts and treatments. His current client list includes 
Andrea Arnold. 

www.saylescreen.com 

Sara Putt Associates is the leading independent UK agency for film and television heads of 
departments within feature films, TV drama and entertainment including; Directors, Producers, 
Screenwriters, Line Producers, Directors of Photography, Production Designers & Editors. 

With more than 20 years in the motion picture and TV industries, Sara Putt Associates is proud to 
represent many of the UK's most talented professionals and "our guiding principal of offering our 
clients, highly personalised management and representation remains at the core of our business". 

Representative: Sara Putt 
Sara Putt established Sara Putt Associates in 1989 and has been working as Managing Director and 
Agent there ever since. As well as the day job Sara has also produced several award winning short 
films including “Tattoo” which was BAFTA nominated in 2002 

www.saraputt.co.uk 
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